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CAST
Laurence Rupp, Amira Casar, Barbara Petritsch, Elisabeth Rath, Linde Prelog, Johann Adam Oest, Lukas Miko, Luc Feit, Josiane Pfeiffer, Claire Johnston, Udo Samel

DIRECTOR
Virgil Widrich

PRODUCTION
Amour Fou Luxembourg, Amour Fou Vienna, in co-production with KeyFilm, Golden Girls Film

GENRE
Mystery

LENGTH
92 min.

COUNTRY
Luxembourg/Austria/Netherlands

LANGUAGE
German

SYNOPSIS

As the members of the Ullich family gather at their palace in Vienna, their deceased ancestors suddenly appear and usher in a series of unforeseen events. Not only does the past unexpectedly become the present, criminal machinations are also revealed to be at work in a world in which ethics have been discarded and profit seems to be the main goal. On this journey through different eras, the young entrepreneur Philip Ullich and his newly alive great-aunt Renate fall for each other. While Philip battles his cousin for control of the family business, the ancestors reveal the true origins of the Ullich fortune. In this struggle it all comes down to who can be trusted in this web of lies, secrets and love affairs. It’s a world where even death doesn’t mean the end.

DIRECTOR
Virgil Widrich
Austrian born director Virgil Widrich first reached an international audience with his feature debut BRIGHTER THAN THE MOON (2000), which premiered in competition at the Rotterdam Film Festival. After the subsequent short films COPY SHOP (2001 - nominated for the Academy Award) and the animated action-adventure short FAST FILM (which premiered 2003 at the Cannes Film Festival), NIGHT OF A 1000 HOURS is Virgil Widrich’s second feature film as a writer and director.